DIVERSITY. RESEARCH. COMMUNITY. EXPLORATION.

The Mathematics Department at University of California, Riverside is one of the few Math departments in the country that offers diversity in research, small hands-on classes and the unique opportunity to learn from some of the most prominent mathematicians.

The cumulative experiences of our mathematics program prepares graduates to enter top mathematics education programs, take on important leadership roles in mathematics education communities and enter classrooms better equipped to teach lessons that encourage deeper mathematical thinking.

At UCR, our graduate studies program emphasizes strong interaction with faculty in order to gain maximum benefit from course work. First, it allows students to explore new mathematical understanding in both personal and social contexts. Secondly, it immerses students deeply in exploration, inquiry and analysis. Finally, it familiarizes students with the ever-changing body of research literature related to learning and teaching mathematics and contemporary research methodologies.

Degree Programs:
Master of Science in mathematics and applied mathematics, and Doctor of Philosophy in mathematics

Research Areas Include:
Algebraic geometry, Applied mathematics, Approximation theory, Combinatorics, Commutative algebra, Complex analysis, Differential equations, Differential geometry, Dynamical systems, Mathematical physics, Probability theory, Real analysis, Representation theory, and Topology

Financial Support:
UCR offers a variety of multiyear fellowship packages which may include stipends up to $20,000, full or partial payment of tuition and fees, and appointment as a teaching assistant (TA) or graduate student researcher (GSR). The department and university offer teaching assistantships, fellowships, and research assistantships.

Admissions Deadlines:
Fall Quarter** ................................................ January 5
Fall Quarter* ................................................ May 1
Winter Quarter ........................................ September 1
Spring Quarter ............................................ December 1
* Admission Only
** Admission & Fellowship Consideration

Priority consideration for the Fall Quarter go to candidates that apply early to the program.

Department of Mathematics
University of California, Riverside
900 University Avenue
Riverside, CA 92521
Telephone: 951-827-3113
Fax: 951-827-7314
mathdept.ucr.edu

Apply Online: gradsis.ucr.edu